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SPORTS

RTD BUS PASS UPDATE

EXCLUSIVE

Have you gotten your bus pass yet?
Head on over to the RUSGA office to
get yours today!

The Highlander looks at what
role Regis athletics play within
the university.

SeePage3

GET READY TO BE

SPOOK@

Not doing anything for
Halloween? Get your spook on
at a local haunted house.

SeePage6-7

See Page 10
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Tuesday, October 30, 2007

Denver rallies for peace and war's end

This past Saturday, October 27, many gathered at the Capitol to participate in the United for Peace and Justice's "National Day of Action." See page 2 for more details.

Speaker encourages students to make voices heard
issues facing the Catholic Church.
Dr. Kari Kloos, assistant professor of
Religious Studies, introduced Henold.
Last Thursday night, October 25, Dr. "Dr. Henold has a deep appreciation
Mary Henold, assistant professor of for Jesuit education," she said. "A past
history at Roanoke College in Virginia, member of the Jesuit Volunteer Corps,
addressed ongoing issues facing she is committed to practical and
women in the Catholic Church. In par- transformative education."
Henold began her talk by rememticular, she focused on the Catholic
bering
her visit to Rome, particularly
feminist movement of the 1960s and
upon
visiting
the church housing the
70s, hoping to bridge lessons learned
tomb
of
St.
Catherine
of Siena.
with women's current struggles to
has
been
named a Doctor
"Catherine
"build the church you want."
Henold's talk, "Women's Voices in of the Church ... She is a revered as a
the Church: Lessons from the mystic, a peacemaker, and most
American
Catholic
Feminist famously as a counselor to popes," she
Movement," was third of the fall said, emphasizing St. Catherine as one
Catholic Speaker Series, a line of pre- of only few women in church history
sentations intended to inform Regis whose opinions were given some sigand the surrounding community of nificance.

Maricor Coquia
Editor-in-Chief

Later that week, Henold experienced
a different tradition of her faith. She
explained that when visiting the
Vatican gardens, women are supposed
to cover sleeveless shoulders, even if
"It may be 100 degrees in July," she
said.
Once reaching the gardens, Henold
thought she was safe. Only minutes
late however, a guard began to yell in
Italian, ordering the women to cover
up or the tour would not continue.
"All I could think was," explained
Henold, "if they believe my shoulders
are so threatening, so unholy, what
would happen if I opened my mouth?"
Henold did not intend to "rail against
the church," but rather, to encourage
other Catholics who may feel discouraged by Catholic doctrine to make their

voices heard.
"So my central question for this talk
is a practical one: 'How do women get
their voices heard in the Catholic
Church?" she asked. "And I must follow-up with a second question, 'What
happens to those women when they
try?"
Henold traced the Catholic Feminist
Movement of the 1960s and 70s,
revealing the fervor and intensity
many Catholic women embodied
towards change.
"They tried to make their voices
heard at every level, from the parish
priest to the pope," said Henold.

See Henold on page 2
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As the staff of the Regis University
weekly publication, the
Highlander, we intend to serve the
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providing a forum for news, information and exploring ideas.
Our publication is designed
to cultivate awareness,
undestanding and
dialogue about matters of
community importance.
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Pictured above is Regis alum Mary Pilkington '63 of Loveland, Colorado. In 1963, women couldn't attend Regis College. Women
were only allowed to attend night school, she explained. Following Henold's presentation, Pilkington shared that she could relate
with the talk, having gone through similar experiences as many other women involved in the Catholic Feminist Movement of the
1960s and 70s.

Some women were especially disappointed with the church, explained
Henold. Despite feeling a strong personal calling to be ordained, women
were turned down because of Catholic
tradition.
Other women, out of frustration,
added Henold, "couldn't bear to go to
church anymore," either ceasing to be
Catholic, or practicing on "the margins," meaning to find other ways to
lead in the Church.
Henold also told the story of Rosalie
Muschal-Reinhard, "a laywoman who
emerged as a major movement organizer in the mid-197os." Henold
recounted Muschal-Reinhard's struggle to talk to bishops and to make
change. But, as with many women
involved in the Catholic Feminist
Movement-"You sometimes get burnt
out," Henold later added.
Through her research, Henold
acknowledged five lessons to summarize her presentation.
"They are 1) women are individuals,
and must speak and be heard as such,
2) Getting one's self heard requires
taking risks in faith, limitless energy,
and the ability to subsist on ramen
noodles, 3) religious women often
speak most effectively through the language ofliturgy and prayer, 4) dialogue
is over-rated, and 5) sometimes you
have to build the church you want,"
she listed.
In explaining each point, Henold
continually emphasized that "women
are individuals who have the right to
speak," even when nobody seems to be
listening. Her fourth point, "dialogue
is over-rated," in particular, attested to
women's past struggles to voice one's
opinions-only to later have the
Church say "no," immediately halting
dialogue.
Henold admits the fight is not easy,
as it continues to be a struggle today.
"Even I get tired and frustrated
sometimes," Henold said at a luncheon
with students the following day.
Concluding her presentation,
Henold celebrated past women's
efforts to pursue change in hopes to
inspire others to do the same. She
especially encouraged the younger
generation to take action.
"It's really the younger generation,
college students who can help," she
said. "I believe they have the energy to
push forward. " Henold recalled that
many influential women of the

Catholic Feminist Movement of the
1960s and 70s were also college students.
Following the presentation, many
admitted a feeling of inspiration.
"I really liked it," said sophomores
Patty Moncada and Sandra Garner. "It
was inspiring, hopeful. It'll just take
time for the church to change."
"I thought she was respectful,
insightful, and accurate," said Kathy
Schaefer, director oflgnatian spirituality programs. "I was very impressed; as
a young woman to be so articulate. Her
mentioning of St. Catherine of Siena as
a 'Doctor of the Church,' I thought that
was very powerful."
In the end, Henold returned to her
example of St. Catherine of Siena.
Through St. Catherine's example,
Henold hoped to inspire others to take
steps toward change. "Be brave and
audacious. To take risks," she said at
the luncheon. "It gets easier," she continued, to "build the church you want."

Justice," led by Fr. Kevin Burke, S.J.,
academic dean of the Jesuit School of
Theology at Berkeley.

All are invited to attend the last
presentation of the fall Catholic
Speaker Series, "Remembering Pedro
Arrupe: Jesuit Education and

Henold encouraged and inspired the
audience to take risks and to push for
change in her presentation last
Thursday, October 25.
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Denver hosted a rally on Saturday,
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.October
. . 27,
. to call for an end to the I raq war.
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the rally. Above are stud ents Colleen McGoff Oeft) and T.J. Bowen (right).
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Submissions are encouraged from
our readers. Email submissions to
highlandersubs@regis.edu by 7:oo
p.m. every Friday for consideration. All submissions will be
reviewed to ensure suitability of
content and quality of thought.
Editorials are the opinions of the
author, and therefore may not necessarily reflect the views of Regis
University or the Highlander.
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Guller inspires with Mt. Everest feat
Amy Smith

Staff Reporter
On Thursday October 25, the Office
of Disability Services hosted a presentation led by Gary Guller, a mountaineer who overcame some of life's
toughest mental and physical obstacles.
Guller not only led the largest crossdisability group to the base camp of
Mount Everest, but he also became the
first person with one arm to summit
the mountain, the highest point on
earth (29,035 ft.).
Shortly after discovering his passion, alpine climbing, Guller lost his
arm in a mountaineering accident. He
reflected on the tragic reality of shattered hopes and dreams. After losing a
limb, Guller expressed the pain of
coming face to face with his own mental and physical limitations.
"At the time, I became wrapped up
in the 'me' mentality," said Guller.
After years of recovery, Guller continued climbing-this time seeking to
motivate and inspire others to overcome their perceived limitations.
In 2001, Guller persistently collected donations and organized an expedition for a group of disabled Texans,
who later became known as Team
Everest.
The group members suffered from
disabilities such as: spina bifida, paraplegia, quadriplegia, fibromyalgia,
hearing impairments, paralysis, and
missing limbs.
"The doctors said 'No' to people
with certain disabilities," explained
Guller, ''but the expedition was about
opportunity-it was about not saying
no".
In March of 2003, Team Everest set
out to reach the Everest base camp
(17,500 ft.). Guller's slideshow captured images of the Sherpa people car-

rying team members in wheelchairs
across the treacherous, rocky terrain.
One image showed a legless man forcing his way across a long bridge.
Throughout the journey, Guller
reminded the team to "set aside
doubts" and to "experience each team
member on the deepest, most equal
level."
About month later, Team Everest
became the largest group of disabled
individuals to reach base camp.
"Only about 30 percent of all
climbers ever make it to base camp,"
says Guller.
After bidding farewell to the team,
Guller continued his journey to summit Mount Everest. Guller reflected on
the challenge of enduring the freezing
temperatures, fierce winds, and high
altitudes. In addition, he talked about
miraculously surviving an avalanche.
On May 23, 2003, Guller became the
only person with one arm to scale the
world's highest peak, particularly after
leading a group of people with disabilities to the mountain's base camp.
Guller's emotional energy reflected his
passion for overcoming life's obstacles
and seeing all humans in the same
light.
He summed up his presentation
with a quote a Sherpa man told him
after the expedition: "It's okay to be
great; but it's always better to make
other people greater."
"When you begin to think this way,"
reflected Guller, "everything is a lot
easier."
After the presentation, almost every
attendee waited in line to receive a
poster and talk with Guller.
One student said, "This presentation
really made me think" and "it was very
inspirational." Following the presentation, many in the audience were in
tears.

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS
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BUS
PASS
UPDATE:
More students encouraged to pick up
RTD pass
Abbey Mermis
Staff Reporter
About 500 out of the 1564 eligible
students (sophomores, juniors, seniors) have picked up their public transit (bus and light rail) passes since the
beginning of the fall semester. But, the
numbers have started to dwindle; this
past week only one student has come
in to get a bus pass from the RUSGA
office, according to student body president Zac Garthe. Freshmen received
RTD stickers during Orientation weekend.
At the start of the year, RUSGA
made a push to get the word out about

set aside stereotypes of riding the RTD
busses and get over the culture shock
by embracing what has been made
available to them.
If students were to buy a monthly
pass from RTD, they would be paying
about $100 per month. Because of
RUSGA's initiative to survey the student body, followed by getting the
approval from students and the Board
of Trustees, RUGSA eventually
brought the college bus pass program
to the university. The bus pass is now
covered by a $50 increase in every student's student activities fee, which is
now$150.
Students who get their RTD passes

Garthe believes the new program is doing well so far and
a third of the students eligible have gotten a RTD pass.
"It's great to start out with," Garthe said. RUSGA will
continue advertising and rely on word of mouth to draw
more students into picking up their pass.
the newly available RTD passes by are able to ride any RTD bus as well as
advertising around campus with the light rail, enabling transport anybrochures, having a barbeque allowing where from downtown Denver,
only students with bus passes to enjoy Boulder, or the airport.
Since the bus passes must be
food, and advertising by word of
renewed every year, RUSGA hopes to
mouth.
Garthe believes the new program is see more and more students with bus
doing well so far and a third of the stu- passes in the years to come.
If you are interested in getting your
dents eligible have gotten a RTD pass.
"It's great to start out with," Garthe bus pass, stop by the student governsaid. RUSGA will continue advertising ment (RUSGA) office from 9a.m.to
and rely on word of mouth to draw 4p.m. located inside the student
more students into picking up their lounge on the.first floor of the Student
Center.
pass.
There is optimism that students will

....•..•••••••..........•••••........••••...........••••........•

Ping Pong with
Professors: Dr.
Garza and Dr.
Leininger
Last Tuesday, October 23, on the second floor of O'Connell, students challenged Dr. Tom Leiningez:, associate
professor of Religious Studies and Dr.
Lisa Garza, associate professor of
Sociology to a ping pong battle.
Followin; the games, participan~s
engaged in a dialogue to discuss vanous diversity issues.

The Movement exists to take
action against cultural inequalities and social injustices affecting
minorities - motivating people
towards change while promoting
unity and social involvement
The premise behind The
Movement is that the problems
affecting one member of society including minority populations affects all of society. To that end,
along with greater community
involvement, The Movement
stresses greater awareness of
issues plaguing minority populations both in the U.S. and abroad
and works towards viable solutions towards those problems.
Come be a part of people educating themselves about today's
social problems and actively
working to be a part of the solution.

£ the Blind" came to Regis to explain the imporOn Thursday, "Guide Dogs or 1·s a nonprofit organization that allows voluntance of guide dogs. The company
a year old The dogs are then given back
.
·
til they are over
·
teers to raise puppies un
. d "th a blind individual. To learn more about
· d and prure WI
to the company, trame . 'd"
to www.guidedogs.com.
"Guide Dogs for the B110 go

For more information, contact
Jumoke Emery at or Will
Dickerson at EMAIL.
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What holiday is it, anyway?
Jen Janes
Opinions Editor

f

And as for Halloween, my months of
researching horror films (it is a purely
academic endeavor, I assure you) have
Well, my friends, it is Halloween taught me that the only people who
again. This is a wonderful time of year, wear Halloween masks when it is not
with our smorgasbord of holidays Halloween, or at least a week within
coming up. But because my life tends the vicinity of Halloween, are psychoto reach its climax of frenzy around the pathic serial killers. No exceptions. I
time holidays approach, I am often not always watch to see what sort of people
even aware that a holiday is close on are perusing the costume aisle in
the horizon until I see seasonal mer- August, just to see what types might
chandise on sale. Stores render this want to kill me for no apparent or obvitimekeeping technique quite ineffec- ous reason, but they always seem to be
tive, however, when they offer season- either bored teenagers waiting for their
al merchandise at least two months mom to get done shopping, or giggly
before the actual holiday. Seriously, girls projecting a cackling cacophony
people, what am I going to do with a of, "Oh. My. God. This is like, sooo
holly sprig in September?
gross! Look at this Amber! Ewwww!
Just a few weeks ago I saw eggnog at *Que blood-curdling shriek*" all over
Safeway. Eggnog! I am deeply offend- the store. And in the end I find that it
ed by this, not because I don't like is not these people who may someday
eggnog, but because I love eggnog so want to kill me, but that it is most
much that, if it were offered year- decidedly the other way around.
round, I would easily weight 500 Perhaps art does not, in fact, imitate
pounds. I have an eggnog problem; it life.
controls my life almost as much as
Obviously, the great disadvantage of
computer games, and when I see the display of Halloween costumes in
eggnog in early October, I know that I August is that I must endure this irritaam in for trouble. I am a spoiled tion far longer than is reasonably necAmerican, and I expect merchandisers essary. Also, like the eggnog, the candy
to babysit me - God knows I spend really need not be displayed to me in
enough money on their marked-up such a flagrant manner, especially
food products. If corporations are early on, when the prices are still reagoing to be evil and not do the fair sonable. I never know whether it is
trade thing, the least they can do is better to buy Halloween candy early
keep me from losing complete control on, when it hasn't been marked up to
of myself. Yet it is painfully clear that five dollars a bag, or towards
this is not going to happen, because Halloween, when I have an excuse to
apparently nothing screams "Profit!" gorge myself on chocolate. It may not
like morbid obesity.
seem like much to you, but in my uniAlso, the plain fact is that I do not verse, it is a severe moral dilemma,
love my family, or anyone else for that especially since I live in a studio apartmatter, enough to start shopping for ment and have neither trick-orChristmas gifts in October. I might treaters nor roommates. Need we ask
start looking in November, but only if who would be responsible for the conthey're lucky. I am like a Hallmark sumption of the entire bag of candy? I
card: I am filled with love and good don't need this additional aggravation
thoughts, but only when it is conven- in my life. I really don't.
ient for me and costs less than four
Just wait, before we know it, it will
dollars.
be February and multi-colored jelly
Furthermore, mistletoe just isn't an beans and those marshmallow Peeps
effective come-on months before will be on sale. I just can't wait. So
Christmas. Listen up, ladies: any man thank you, seasonal accoutrements
who would attempt seduction with manufacturers, for contributing to the
mistletoe in October is pathetic and national obesity problem and making
not worth our time. Even November is my grocery store experiences a living
pushing it. Sorry, guys.
Hell.

·------------------------------------------Attention llegis Vniversitg
Students and Faculty:
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Financial Fitness Weeh is almost upon us and there are several great free
programs to anticipate. This weeh, November 5-9, consists of five programs targeting several personal financial themes. They all contain useful
tools to help maintain a healthy financial lifestyle.
The programs and dates are as follows:

Adult Learning Center. Mountain l'ieu, lloona
2•3 p.na.
Monday, Nov. 5: Managing Student Loan Debt
Tuesday, Nov. 6: Understanding Vour Credit Score
Wednesday, Nov. 7: Budgeting, Saving & Investing
Thursday, Nov. 8:
Loan Consolidation
Friday, Nov. 9:
Identity Theft and How to Avoid It
All programs will be presented by a specialist from various local-area
banhs. All in attendance will be able to receive hnowledgeable answers to
all financial questions. In order to attend any of the events, sign up in the
Student Center, October 31to November 2, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
We'll see you at Financial Fitness Weeh!

-------------------------------------------~

Homily: A Balanced
View of Holiness
thing to that poor widow on the edge of
town. He knew a few people who
helped her out, but he didn't give them
High school is a time when we play any credit since they had so many obvious faults.
to our strengths.
The Pharisee also had a mean dispoIf we're quick, strong, or generally
athletic we choose a sport we like and sition and got angry a lot. But he dideasily make the team. Gym class pro- n't worry about that, either: the rules
vides another opportunity to really didn't say anything about getting
shine. If we're bright and studious, angry. Being even-tempered was just
In addition, the
we can excel in geometry, biology, and not his style.
world history. We can even take some Pharisee was having an affair and
AP classes in senior year. If we have treating his wife poorly, but he never
good social skills, we can run for class thought much about that either.
president and get lots of votes or take a
leadership role at the homecoming Today, Jesus invites us to
dance. If we have artistic talents, we
take a more balanced view,
can choose painting, music, or theater.
Whatever our strengths are, we can to recognize where we fall
find our niche in high school, a place to short, and to acknowledge
develop our talents and be at home.
Of course, we also discover some our need for God's help.
areas in which we are not particularly
strong. In fourth grade, everyone who
Technically speaking, the affair wastries out for basketball makes the n't adultery since his girlfriend wasn't
team. In high school, lots of players married. Besides, he was fulfilling all
get cut. Ifwe're weak in math, algebra the requirements of spousal support.
class makes that perfectly clear. If The Pharisee never considered his failwe're not well known and have no act- ures when he went to the temple to
ing ability, we will fail in student coun- pray. It was easier to play to his
cil elections and theatrical auditions.
strengths.
As a defense mechanism against the
We can be like the Pharisee, talcing
negative feedback we can begin to take a rather narrow view of what goodness
a rather narrow view of what is impor- or holiness entails. We might choose
tant in life. We begin to support and a definition of holiness that plays to
encourage those who are like us; while our strength. We figure we're doing
finding fault with those who are not. pretty well in life because we avoid
The smart kids find fault with the ath- alcohol and premarital sex. The fact
letes: "Sure, he's the quarterback of the that we also avoid poor people never
football team, but can he find the area troubles us too much. Or maybe we're
of a rhombus?"
very generous in reaching out to the
Meanwhile, the athletes are keenly poor but we fail to challenge ourselves
aware of the limitations of the student to be more patient and generous with
council representatives. Those repre- our family. Or maybe relationships
sentatives easily find fault with the with family and friends become our
socially awkward artists. In turn, the focal concern because our relationship
artists convince themselves that aca- with God has never gotten off the
demics aren't all that important.
ground. And so it goes.
And so it goes.
Today, Jesus invites us to take a
These defense mechanisms have lots more balanced view, to recognize
of problems. They divide the various where we fall short, and to acknowlgroups within the school. They also edge our need for God's help. It's not
hinder us from acknowledging our that we should be entirely negative,
areas of weakness and working to always down on ourselves. Jesus saw
improve those. If I'm an athlete I goodness in all sorts of people: the
~ight not work hard enough 'to poor widow with two copper coins;
improve my social skills. If I'm a Zacchaeus, the generous tax collector;
straight-A student, I might never get in the Roman centurion with great faith.
shape.
Jesus sees goodness in us, too. At the
That brings us to the Pharisee in same time, he invites us to ·consider
today's gospel. He wasn't a bad fel- where we might need to grow, to
low, but he had a very narrow vision of acknowledge goodness we might not
things. He was a religious leader in have yet.
his home town. He studied the
If we are uncomfortable around
Jewis~ law, f~llowed that law closely, poor people and tend to be judgmenand tried to hve a holy life. But his tal, we ask God for greater openness
definition of holiness was too narrow and generosity. If our family situati~n
and was largely based on what he did is a mess, we acknowledge our part in
best.
that and try to become more patient
H~ was good at fasting; he never and forgiving. If our life is cente~ed
snuck m a little snack like some people on the parties we attend, we recognize
he knew did. He would always donate both the good and the bad in that, and
lo%_ of his income to the church: io% begin to address the problems.
of his whole income, even the estimatMaybe, then, we won't need to fall
~d f~ market value of the vegetables back on that old defense mechanism.
m his garden. He almost always fol- Confident in our own goodness, we can
lowed all the rules.
acknowledge and appreciate the good. . For him holiness meant fasting, ness in all sorts of other people.
r
tithmg, and following all the rules
Maybe, then, we can grow in ho 1•
1:he P~arisee never gave serious con~ ness together.
s1deration to where he fell short.
For one thing, he wasn't particularly_ generous. Sure, he would invite
friends over to dinner but onl 1"f th
invited hi b k
'
y
ey
m ac · He never gave any-

Fr. Dan Daly, S.J.
Assistant professor ofBusiness

OPINIONS

Breaking down the Market
Foreseeing a market recession
Aaron B. Mejia
RUSGA Director ofFinance
The term "volatile," meaning to
fluctuate sharply, describes the Market
as it has been during the past few
weeks.
Three weeks ago, the Federal
Reserve cut interest rates a half a
point, causing many to jump with exuberance in light of a renewed bull market (a "bull market" is a period when
investors buy up everything regardless
of price). Yet, this past Friday, the
Dow, the overall market indicator,
closed at 13,800 points, which is much
below the 14,200 point high it hit two
weeks ago. Volatile behavior for sure.
To better explain, imagine that
two weeks ago, you invested $1000.
Jump forward 14 days, and you're now
left with $970, a total loss of $30.
Doesn't sound like much? Well, imagine these numbers in the hands of real
life money managers. (To understand
the pressure, add five more zeroes to
end of that $30 loss. Now you're down
$3,000,000- This is based off of a fund
of $100 million).
Despite expected fluctuations in

the market, sudden drops aren't so
easily foreseen. But when so much
money is at stake, and given-nobody
enjoys losing money, figuring out what
caused such sudden dips can only be
helpful.
"[Investors] are beginning to
understand that the Fed cut was targeted more at the weaker economy,"
says Dr. Michael Polakovic, associate
professor of Business. Polakovic refers
to many variables affecting the U.S.
economy today, including rising mortgage costs and gasoline prices.
Generally, to an economist, rising costs mean individuals are less wiling to spend. And when less money
goes around, the overall economy generally slows down, especially if those
prices don't come back down.
Businesses who feel the money
crunch may thus also limit wage raises,
eventually putting less dollars in citizens' pockets. This stall in money flow
is known to many economists as a
recession.
Fortunately, we are not in a recession now, but understanding these
trends may certainly help explain, even
ease the effects of ones in the future.

AMY NICOLA

c2Jreeting-sJiom the cBJominictm ~6j)ubbc

Hola family and friends!
The weather has shifted here in the Dominican Republic. The past week has
been cool and rainy. It is refreshing compare~ to th~ previo~s three hot ~d
humid months, but it makes me wonder how I will sul"Vlve conung back home m
December.
.
h · th
1 b ild
About a month ago we spent two weeks m a ca1?po e1pmg . e ~eop e ~
a tank and aqueduct for running water. It was quite the task, diggmg a 3 kil?meter trench through the mountains, but we brought water to each household m
the village. J lived with a host family for these two weeks and learned a lot more
· h I al drank a lot of fresh Dominican coffee, took a bucket shower
Spams · . so d ode the family mule. I also got to milk a cow. This week
every mhornd~ng,tanoa nrew campo We will be helping the people build latrines and
we are ea mg
·
di fl
·
t floors Most of the houses currently have rt oors.
pounng cemen
·
"
d " w
t
e "':en on
This past weekend a few friends and I went to 27 ~ca a_s.
climbed,
to the very top of a mountain and then either Jumped,
bik
a crazy
·
. d e up different waterfalls. It was very thrill'mg. Some Jumps
were as
or shd own ~7 It as in the middle of a beautiful jungle and it was crazy.
tall as 4° fee ·af tyw gulations here in the DR and therefore there is no danger
(There are no s e re
in cliff-diving). :
t s from Ohio came down here a few weeks ago and I got
Ate~ of eye ocd: rgeries and next week Creighton doctors will be here
to scrub m ?n some ~e a su am etting some great medical experience. I am
1
doing her~ua su_rgenesh ~~ ther!pist from Holland who works with disabled
s1
also meeting WI~h ~~)'
Good health care is hard to find in this country, but
children and therr faJuuies.
.
£
ple doing great thmgs.
there are a ew peo
d ·ng and please pass this on to anyone you think
Let me know how you are o1 .
might like to hear about my expenence.

1

Love,
Amy Nicola
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THE
S~-UISHY
AVO~A~O
It's Halloween, which, unsurprisingly, is ei·ery i•egetable's

fm. orite holiday. So eat that
candy and dress in your best
costume-this year will be a
high-flying riot (and, as always,
in more ,.cays than one)!
-Blando

Professor purchases
off-color professor
costume, incites
academic debate
Louie Computin
Avocado Writer

Binge candy-eating
results in sugar
intoxication
Frederico DeLuca
Avocado Writer
With Halloween just a day away,
Autumn Walterson, a sophomore, is
already prepared for the holiday festivities, "I bought 20 pounds of
candy," she said excitedly, hopping on
one foot then the other, "we are gonna
get sooo wasted."
It seems candy, much like some
other golden-colored, fizzy beverage,
is steadily becoming another substance for young adults to abuse. The
phenomenon known as ''binge candyeating," or "munching,., as it is called
by participants, has been a progressive trend on most college campuses,
leaving campus life directors across
the US extremely concerned.
Regis' own campus life director,
Richard vonWiessenschlossmanhoff,
explained his understanding of the
newly contagious fad: "Munching is
incredibly addictive and can lead to
serious health risks," he explained,
taking a sip from his bottled water
before continuing, "If we catch any
students with over two ounces of
candy, they ·will receive points."
Munching, which consists of eating
as much candy as a person can in the
shortest amount of time possible,
without vomiting, is noted for its
sugar-high side-effect and, after the
sugar high has subsided, its manically
depressing low.
"The high is the best part,"
Walterson said, "but then you just get
so depressed when you've stopped
binging."
Unfortunately, binging on candy
can induce what is known as sugar
intoxication, a state wherein the body
has so much sugar that mobility actually increases, often at the risk of
causing physical damage to the abuser (an:>thing from scraps and bruises
to cardiac arrest) or others.
Sugar intoxication is noted by a
seemingly endless supply of energy,
rapid, and yet incredibly articulate,
speech, and a person ·s fascination
with how slow everyone else seems to
be moving.
Walterson, who has been munching
since high school, explained her experience, "There was such a clarity," she
screamed while jumping on her bed,
"I finally felt like I could see!"

Sandy Lorrimer, professor of intellectual systems of development,
decided to purchase a professor costume for Halloween this year, only to
discover, to her horror, that the prepackaged costume included a black
leather power suit with micro mini
skirt, knee-high leather boots with
five-inch heels, fishnet stockings, and
a wooden paddle.
"All I wanted was to be myself,"
said Dr. Lorrimer, "and what did I
get? A confusion of gender roles predominant in our 21 st centul}' consumerist society!"
Other faculty members were noticeably surprised when Dr. Lorrimer,
with sultry gait and coy expression,
sauntered into the yearly Halloween
costume-optional staff meeting.
'We in the Intellectual Systems of
Development Department are just
shocked," said Lori Wernick, department chair, "I cannot believe that
Sandy would do this. I look forward to
the costume-optional staff meeting
every year, and what did she do? She
represented confusing signifiers with
ambiguous societal meanings!"
This obviously threw the traditional ice-breaker, "Define the Signified,"
into utter chaos. Some thought she
represented the cutthroat roles of the
business world projected negatively
onto women through patriarchal
hegemony, while others debated
whether her action satirized the liberation of women in their postmodern
freedom of expression, or whether she
was striking back at reactionary views
of a woman's place in the social hierarchy vis a vis her personal wardrobe.
Another group thought the blatant
use of non-fair trade leather was a
direct and offensive blow, both to
anti-sweatshop campaigns and cruelty to animals laws, and another group
thought that the leather was a symbol
of solidarity with disenfranchised
farm mammalia. The question of her
paddle, too, inevitably came up, v.ith
some interpreting it ac; a sign that we
must strictly enforce academic honesty. and others determining that it
signified overly harsh academic standards and assignments.
The Philosophy Department, however, finally broke the pandemonium
by declaring that, in the costume's
multiplicity of meanings, it. in "truth,"
had no meaning.
On her way home from the meeting,
Lorrimer is reported to have collected
the phone numbers of at least five different bachelors, presumably to make
an appointment during office hours to
discuss cultural signifiers.
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People around campus seem to draw inspiration from
their surroundings when they discuss the Regis athletic department.
Sitting on a couch in the Jesuit House, with snow-capped mountains spanning an entire wall-length window, Fr. Tom Ryan, S.J.
talks about the spiritual side of athletics - how they help fulfill the
Jesuit mission of developing well-rounded individuals.
In an office that is home to a forest's worth of philosophical texts,
associate philosophy professor Dr. Tom Duggan invokes Aristotle,
asserting that sports are worthwhile because "excellence isn't confined to books."
And amid a mountain of college applications, Admissions
Director Vic Davolt explains that sports at Regis are integral to
recruiting high schoolers who can't imagine going to a college without them.
But for the array of things that Regis sports are, there's one thing
that they aren't: cheap. According to University Provost Dr. Allan
Service, Regis doles out about $2 million per year in athletic scholarships, and another $750,000 for travel expenses, coaches'
salaries, and team budgets. And some sports-related expenses
don't even come from the athletic department budget. Costs like
maintaining the fields ("indirect facility expenses") and an annual
fee to the athletic conference ("general institutional memberships
account") are some of the athletic expenses that get diverted to
other funds.
Most people, though, talk as if they want sports at Regis in some
capacity, from students who rarely-if-ever go to games and staff
from other departments that compete with the sports teams for
university funding. There is something about having sports at college that is, as Davolt said, expected. Plus there are tangible benefits like the hundreds of thousands in tuition dollars that Regis athletes pay each year.
But even though Regis sports have been around for a long time,
it doesn't seem that people know how the athletic department operates. How, for example, does athletics get allocated its yearly budget? What, if any, exceptions are made for student athletes in terms
of admission and academics? How does Regis' athletic budget compare to other schools? This week's Highlander takes a closer look at
how athletics fits into the university, examining the impact and
importance of athletics at Regis.

"Consistent with

JudeoChristian principles," reads the Regis
mission statement, "we apply knowledge to human needs and seek to preserve the best of the human heritage.
We encourage the continual search for
truth, values and a just existence.
Throughout this process, we examine
and attempt to answer the question:
'How ought we to live?'"
Eloquent, indeed. But what does this
have to do with sports? Nowhere in the
mission do we find the words body,
physical, health, or anything else that
could be construed to suggest athletic
participation. So what do sports have
to do with Jesuit principles? Some, like
athletic director Barb Schroeder, say a
lot.
"I think it fits into the mission of the
university because the Jesuit philosophy is to educate the mind, body and
spirit; the whole person," Schroeder
said. "I think there's value there, just
the student experience of those going
through it. It provides a well-rounded
experience."
Back in the philosophy department,
Dr. Duggan agrees. "I think the idea is
if Regis is a Jesuit university, it's
devoted to excellence, and excellence
isn't merely defined in terms of academic expertise, but what Aristotle
might call the excellence of the lived
life, which would be an embodied life.
Then athletics, even for those not participating in athletics, could stand as a
further example of the kind of excel. lence we try to achieve - the full person."
But while athletics are indeed valued
at Regis, there are certain factors that

would prevent sports from ever
becoming a driving force of the institution. Basically, the role sports play at
Regis is determined by much more
than Jesuit philosophy.
Any university that, like Regis, wants
to compete in intercollegiate athletics
needs to have an affiliation with either
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) or the National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA). And being part of either the
NCAA or NAIA is only one aspect of it.
Schools then must choose what division to join, and which conference to
become a member of.
The first thing to consider here is
Regis' size, about 1,550 students. That
fact alone dictated that Regis would
not be Division I (D-1) because that
would pit them against universities
like Colorado and Colorado State.
Those schools have tens of thousands
of additional students and tens of millions of extra dollars to devote to athletics; it would hardly make for even
competition.
Another logistical consideration is
geography. Regis knew that it couldn't
compete with D-I programs, but at
about 1,500 students, D-111 seems like
an appropriate fit. Thing is, though,
there are no D-III schools around
Denver. Colorado College is the only
neighboring D-III college, which
means that Regis would have to travel
all over the western U.S. just to find
competition.
NAIA was also an option, but again,
there is only one NAIA school in
Colorado, and the closest out of state
competition is in central Kansas. Utah,
Arizona and New Mexico have but one
NAIA school apiece. Wyoming has

none. Becoming either D-III or NAIA
was therefore never a legitimate option
because, if nothing else, there would be
too much travel for both Regis and its
opponents.
The only other option - NCAA D-II
- turned out to be a good one. Regis
joined D-II's Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference (RMAC) in 1996 largely
because the conference has three
members in Denver, one in Golden and
another in Colorado Springs. The rest
of the 14-team conference is comprised
of five more Colorado schools, and
three from Nebraska and New Mexico.
So Regis' affiliation with D-II was a
decision largely determined for the
school, not by the school. There really
was no alternative.

Being part ofD-11 means
that Regis must meet certain expectations. The NCAA, RMAC, and other
RMAC schools have to be considered
when Regis makes choices about its
own athletic department. Toe NCAA,
for example, sets limits on things like
the number of scholarships a school
can offer, while the RMAC imposes
further restrictions about how many
sports - and even which sports member schools must offer. With
those rules to consider, Regis also
looks at what other schools in the
RMAC are spending on their athletic
programs to gauge its own spending.
"I~ particular," said University Vice
President of Mission Dr. Tom
Reynolds, "we look at what are other
schools in our region, particularly in
?ur conference, what's their general
mvestment. And we want to make sure
that we're at least on a balance with

that. We don't expect to spend way
more than them. We don't want to
spend way less. We want to be about
even with the average so we're competitive."
But there is one big thing that muddies the comparison between Regis
and its RMAC brethren: Regis is the
most expensive school in the conference. To look at the amount of money
that Regis spends on scholarships
compared to Metro State, for instance,
is a deceiving comparison. Metro
State's yearly costs for in-state students are about $5,000, according to
College Board Handbook 2004; their
out-of-state costs come to about
11,000. Regis' student costs are over
$35,000. That means Metro can offer
an in-state athlete a full-ride scholarship for one-seventh what Regis must
pay to offer the same scholarship to
one of its students.
So when Dr. Reynolds and the Board
of Trustees are setting guidelines for
Regis scholarship policies, they are not
looking at the sum of scholarships
doled out by other schools. Instead
they look to see what percentage of the
NCAA allowable amount the schools
used.
For example, the NCAA allows for?II schools to offer nine "full-ride eqmvalency" (FRE) scholarships for baseball. That means the total amount of
available scholarship money for b~eball is the annual cost times nme,
which can be given as nine full-ride~ or
divvied up between more than nl.De
athletes.
Individual schools, however, have
discretion over how much of the NCAA
allowable scholarships they want ~o
give. This is the area in which ReglS

II
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,ersity·athletics lie somewhere between practical
· ns like money and spiritual guidelines like the
S10D· The Highlander looks at why the school has
:department, how it operates, and why it matters.

wants to be on par with other RMAC
schools, not necessarily the raw dollar
amount. After all, one full-ride to Regis
carries about the same price tag as
three full-rides to either Adams State
or Western State - and both of those
schools give huge financial breaks to
in-state students, which would further
decrease the cost of scholarships (Four
Year Colleges 2008). Thus, comparing
dollars spent doesn't make sense.
Using other RMAC schools as a
guide, Regis gives out 6 . 2 FREs in
baseball out of a maximum of nine. 6.2
FREs for Regis equals just under
$221,500 worth of scholarship money.
6.2 FREs at Metro would equal about
$70,000. That price drops to $30,000
at the in-state rate.
"The piece to understand here," said
Schroeder, "is our tuition and room
and board costs are so much higher
than those other schools that we have
t~ Pour in millions of dollars just to get
kids interested in coming to play
sports here. Whereas you go down to
Metro, you go down to some of the
other schools, their costs are so low
:ey can attract some pretty talented
ds on a lot less money because it's
: t ~ much for the kids to have to pay
e difference when they get [partial]
scholarships. Our school is the toughest·10 the conference to recruit to."
p Head men's basketball coach Lonnie
ti;ter knows that better than anyone.
1
. es been recruiting players to Regis
~:~ 1977, his first year on the job.
? s basketball is allowed 10 FREs,
Which of course can be divvied up any
;ay that Porter sees fit. The problem
~orter, though, is that giving only a
artial scholarship will leave his
recru·
its with a hefty sum to pay on

t

their own. If Porter offers 90 percent of
an FRE to a player, they still have to
pay over $3,500 per year. If Metro
offers 90 percent of an FRE to an instate athlete, then that player will only
have to pay about $500 per year.
"There aren't many basketball players," Porter said, "who are going to
take half of a scholarship and then pay
$20,000 to go to school. They're going
to go to state school." This allows state
schools to "stockpile" talent because
even a player not being offered a fullride will be paying a nominal sum,
especially compared to Regis.

Regis' practice of spending on par with other RMAC schools is
what allows its teams to be competitive. But where does the money come
from? The 12 Regis teams combine to
generate only about $20,000 per year
in ticket sales and concessions, and
there are no television contracts or
sponsorship dollars from the likes of
Nike or Adidas. The teams, therefore,
aren't supporting themselves.
Instead, the bulk of the money devoted to Regis athletics comes from the
university's "general fund," about 90
percent of which is comprised of
tuition dollars. The general fund is
how Regis supports almost all university operations. Salaries for professors
and other staff come from the general
fund; so do costs like heating bills and
university maintenance; so does funding for all the university's differe?t
academic departments. The phones m
the English department were paid for
out of the general fund, just like the
photocopies fro~ phil?sophy and even
the cost of printing this newspaper.

With hands from across campus
reaching into this cookie jar, it is the
job of the Executive Budget Committee
- along with university deans and vice
presidents - to spread money from the
general fund across campus.
As University Chief Financial Officer,
Dr. Joe Weber is an important player
in this process. "We start the process
by saying, 'If we continue business
next year the way we did this year, and
with a few small adjusbnents, what
would it cost us? And how does that
compare to the amount of money that
we think we're going to be able to
raise?' That's the starting point."
"It isn't like it's voted on," Dr. Weber
continued. "The process to the outside
world probably sounds alien, but it's a
process that I'm going to call collegial
control. And you work around the
Executive Budget Committee to build a
consensus, and you build a consensus
among colleagues. n
Building a consensus is tough,
though, especially with organizations
and departments from every comer of
the university vying for funding.
Athletics, it turns out, is viewed as just
another one of those departments.
"Every November or December I sit
down with [Dr. Reynolds] and say,
'Here's what I really need. Here's my
priority list, my wish list,'" Schroeder
said. "I'm sure in his own mind he prioritizes what he thinks are top priorities, and he takes those to the
Executive Budget Committee."
Dave Law, director of student activities, also gets funding from the general
fund. Like the athletic department,
student activities is allocated about the
same amount of money annually. But
every year different departments put

in requests for extra money to fund
special needs, which range from new
computer software to new locker
rooms in the field house.
Law understands that weighing a
university's worth of special requests
against one another is a difficult
process. "[The Executive Budget
Committee] has to balance those
requests against all the other competing things that are happening at the
university. They look at the big picture
and see what fits in, and then make
some hard decisions."
If a department's request for additional funding from the general fund
isn't approved, there is another way to
obtain extra money. Each year the university has what is called "end of year
money." This comes from funding initially included in the yearly budget that
didn't get spent. The projects paid for
with end of year money range from
$5,000 for student activities to buy
camping gear in 2006 to $260,000 for
new bleachers in the field house back
in 2005.
The dash for end of year money is "a
competitive process," according to
Law, because almost every department
and organization at Regis is eligible to
receive a slice of the leftover cash.
"At the end of ,each year," Dr.
Reynolds said, "the university looks at
how much money is left over. Each
year we try to plan our budget and plan
to have a little extra ...In business, forprofit companies, when they have
extra left over it goes back to the stock
holders in dividends. But we're a non-

See Sports on page 8
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Story continued from page 7
profit, so whenever we have a little left
over, we're supposed to reinvest it in
the quality of our activities, our buildings, our programs."
But the exact amount of money that
each activity or building gets changes a
little bit every year.

There is another

big factor besides money that dictates Regis'
recruiting success, and it's academics.
Not only is Regis the most expensive
school in the RMAC, its admissions
requirements are the most stringent.
The average SAT score of a Regis student is 1109. By contrast, the average
SAT score at Western State is 950. The
average high school GPA at Metro
State is 2.84, while Regis students
come in with an average of 3.5 (petersons.com).
In light of this, it seems to makes
sense that Regis compensate by lowering the admission standards for athletes. After all, the school's costs
already put it at enough of a recruiting
disadvantage. Lowering the admissions standards a little bit would be
fair, right?
Well, not according to the university. In fact, it is slightly more difficult
for student athletes to be admitted to
Regis because they are not eligible to
play in games as freshmen if they are
enrolled through the school's probationary enrollment plan.
"Our academic requirements,"
Schroeder said, "are higher than the
NCAA requirements for freshmen student athletes and than anybody else [in
the RMAC]. So right off the bat we're at
a disadvantage because there's a lot of
kids that maybe want to come here but
they can't get in. Our coaches do a
good job of trying to weed out those

The two year-old sports field off of Federal is one of the nicest facilities in the conference. But the money to pay for it di~'t come
from the athletic department. Instead, the field and new parking lots were packaged and funded together, as a smgle proJect.

kids right away, and then we go for the
high academic kids, which limits their
pool."
Porter has had to juggle Regis' academic standards with potential
recruits for 30 years. And it hasn't gotten any easier. "It's tough to get in
here. It's held in high regard. Our standards have not been lowered at all. If
anything, they've gone up....Most of
the national championships that have
been won at our level have been by
state schools, and there's a reason for
that. The admission requirements are
[lower]. The academic schools at our
level aren't winning any national
championships."
Academics don't just dictate who is
eligible to play sports at Regis. To a
large extent, they also dictate how
coaches' performances are judged by
administrators.
"In our case," Dr. Reynolds said,
"coaches are evaluated on how well
their athletes graduate ...We don't fire a
coach because of a win-loss record. We
would be more likely to look at how

I

well the athletes think the coach is
doing his or her job and whether or not
the coach is focusing on academics
first and sports second."
Head women's soccer coach J.B.
Belzer hasn't strayed from this
approach in his 12 years at Regis.
"Our coach is really good about academics coming first," said senior Tara
Kirkpatrick, RMAC preseason Player
of the Year, a unanimous All-Academic
Team selection, and a 4.0 biology
major.
"Regis has a really good balance
between athletics and academics. It's
definitely challenging at times, but it's
nothing you can't do.
"And that's why I picked Regis over
Creighton. When I talked to the coach
at Creighton, he said, 'Soccer comes
first, and then if you have time for
school after that then that's great.
You're pre-med? That'll be difficult.'
He said, 'We want you to come here,
but just know that soccer is our primary objective.'"
So Regis looks at sports a little bit
differently than one may expect.
Coaches' performances are gauged
largely on graduation rates, not winning percentage. Athletes on academic
probation cannot participate in games
as freshmen. And exceptions in admissions are not made on account of
someone's athletic ability. Winning,
obviously, is not the number one priority.
It's not that coaches only worry
about diplomas and don't care about
winning. It's just that academics and
athletics are prioritized inversely from
some schools.

Athletics, however, take

The Regis volleyball team has for years been one of the school's most consistent programs. But not many people seem to be taking notice. The average attendance for
home contests is less than 150 people for this season.

a backseat to more than academics.
For proof, just look at the attendance
at games.
According to Regis Sports
Information graduate assistant Katie
Simons, not one of Regis' 12 teams
averaged more than 265 spectators for
2006-07 - and that includes guests
from visiting colleges. Women's basketball, which was arguably Regis'
most successful sport in '06-'07, had
just 261 fans per contest. Volleyball,
another of Regis' winningest programs, averaged 180. And baseball,
which has more participants than any
other sport at Regis, saw an average
attendance of only 78.
Why does there seem to be such apathy among the student body about
their athletic teams? Well, there are a
number of reasons. First off, Denver
has a professional team for every
major sport - basketball (Nuggets),
football (Broncos), baseball (Rockies),
and hockey (Avalanche). There is even
semi-pro basketball (14ers) and arena
football (Crush).
As if that wasn't enough competition
for Regis athletics, throw in the surrounding D-I universities. Colorado,

Colorado State and Air Force all have
big-time sports programs, and they are
all within an hour's drive of Regis.
The list doesn't stop there. In fact,
there are literally mountains of things
that students can do instead of going to
Regis games. There's hiking, camping,
and - most notably - skiing and snowboarding. It is a blessing for Regis and
a curse Regis athletics that the university happens to be in a state internationally renowned for outdoor recreation.
"It's always been like that," Porter
said. "But if you go to these small
towns where there's nothing to do,
then [games] are packed ....Out here,
there's so much to do. You got your
skiing, and so many of the kids are
wealthy, they love their skiing."
"I don't hold anything against the
kids," Porter added. "I'd be the same
way."
A group of students, the Raucous
Rangers, does go to games to support
various teams. But their numbers are
small, less than 10 people, according to
senior Sean Pott, the head of the
group.
Senior Gardner Waterman epitomizes a prevalent attitude among the
student body towards athletics.
Waterman, a snowboarding art history
major, has attended fewer than ten
sporting events in his four years at
Regis.
"It would be fun to have sports that
you could really get behind, that were a
big deal," Waterman said. "But I don't
even know how much I'd go if it was a
big thing....Sports are fun and all, but I
didn't go to college for sports."
Fr. Ryan, who used to both play and
coach sports, attends games every
week - but there aren't many people
who join him. "I don't know if it's
because we're a smaller university or if
it's because we're Division II, but we
don't get a lot of support. The crowd
isn't even as big as many of the high
school sporting events I used to go to,
and we're at least the size of a high
school. And a lot of students live on
campus or nearby."

This lack of interest reveals a
paradox about athletics at Regis: most
students don't go to the games, but at
the same time they expect the school to
have sports.
"[Athletics are] something that I
think most high school students expect
that you have," Davolt said, "because
athletics are such a big part of many
high school students' experience
whether they are observers or participants ....You want to have a comprehensive student life, and athletics,
along with intramurals and club
sports, round out the things that go
along with the Outdoor Adventure
Program and clubs and organizations
Continued on the top ofpage 9

iliat provide leadership or service. It's
just part _of a ~omprehensive student
life expenence.
This philosophy is funded by more
than the $3 million-or-so that makes
up the athletics department's budget.
According to Schroeder, the university's general fund - not the athletic
department - paid $261,000 in 20052006 for indirect facility expenses.
This includes, among others, mowing
and watering the fields, custodial services, and electrical bills. The university
also pays for about $70,000 worth of
"athlete insurance" per year, another
example of money spent on athletics
but that doesn't come from directly
from the department's own budget.
Schroeder points out that the science
department doesn't pay for the electrical and heating bill in the science
building.
"I think part of the philosophy," Dr.
Reynolds said, "is that it's part of a
well-rounded college experience to
have these opportunities for students.
Gee, why do we want to spend money
on quality social activities? Why do we
want to have a good health clinic for
students? Why do we want to have academic clubs? What you do to run a
good college is you have a wide ranging
set of opportunities for students, and
we know that students gain a lot from
athletics."
So Regis athletics aren't viewed as
something separate from the rest of
the university. The athletic department
- like the communication department
or sociology department - is just part
of Regis.
Sure, sports at Regis don't directly
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While students are slow to get behind Regis sports, don't tell the players it doesn't matter. This picture shows teammates swarming freshman Sterling Copeland (far right) after a goal. The team used their enthusiasm, as well as Copeland's eight goals, to
work their way back from a dismal 2006 season and into the conference tournament.

generate profits for the school. But nei- ciples or importance of Regis athletics
ther do most other departments or will change anytime soon. The univerclubs. Regis athletics, just like music or sity has found what it thinks is an
painting, are but a piece of the "well- appropriate balance between sports
rounded" university experience that and school, athletics and academics.
Regis is trying to create. It is a more Students, too, have carved out a
expensive piece of university life than unique niche for sports to fit into unimany others, to be sure. But there is no versity life, where almost one-eighth of
outcry among students or staff to full-time students participate in athletdivert money that the school invests in ics, yet very few attend games.
athletics to other departments.
The money that the university
It doesn't appear that the scale, prin- devotes to athletics doesn't mean that

sports drive the institution. And students' largely apathetic attitude
towards sports doesn't mean that they
want to do away with the school's
teams. Instead, the Regis athletic
department - and the attitudes from
administrators and students who
shape it - is what you get when you
combine Jesuit ideals, a strong-butnot-excessive funding for sports, and a
small liberal arts college in Colorado.

Regis women sneak into postseason with a little help
Vmce Sapienza
Sports writer

Friday, Oct. 26, 2007 was supposed
to be a happy Senior Day for seniors
Tara Kirkpatrick and Erin Bevacqua,
but instead turned into a cold day in
Denver as the Lady Rangers lost a
heart-breaking game to Colorado
School of Mines.
RU had plenty of chances to score
against CSM, but couldn't seem to find
the back of the net. Regis dominated
the Orediggers with 14 shots, 10 of
which were on goal, and only allowed
CSM five shots total.
But in the 85th minute the Lady
Rangers allowed the only goal of the
game, taking the breath out of the
team. The loss put RU at an even .500
on the season and 5-6 in RMAC play.
With one game remaining RU needed
simply to win to sneak in the playoffs.
A loss would put them at the mercy of
how other teams played.
On Sunday the Lady Rangers seemed

optimistic against a Goliath opponent
- Metro State, the only thing in their
way of a playoff bid. The players bad
the motivation and the drive on
Sunday, but Metro was too much.
Regis fell to their long time rival by a
score of 4-0.
This day wasn't all sad and bitter,
though, as the Lady Rangers bad
something else up their sleeve: luck.
Simply, RU bad to win one of their
final two games of the regular season,
but that didn't pan out.
The other scenario was if Regis was
to lose both, and New Mexico
Highlands lost or tied, Regis would
earn a playoff berth. The Cowboys did
just as the Lady Rangers needed; they
tied on Sunday against CSM, allowing
Regis to back their way into the show.
A weekend that seemed to be a disappointment turned out to be a celeen er g
an an
a an
ergo er e
magame
bratory day, for now. The Lady gainst Colorado School of Mines. Regis' 4-3 victory over Mines was the most exciting
Rangers will most likely play the No. 1 ame of the season, with four lead changes and three ties. Kafer and Copeland both
cored goals before Sam DePetro sealed the game with a golden goal in overtime.
seeded team. After a tough weekend,
omen's Soccer-Regular Season Men's Soccer- Regular Season
they will be focused and determined to
prove they belong in the playoffs.
0/26/07
10/23/07
lorado Mines
UC-Colorado Springs
0-1

0/28/07 Sunday
enver, Colo.
0-4

nference Tournament
0/31/07
ednesday
ort Lewis Durango, Colo. 3 PM

W

4-0

10/26/07
Colorado Mines
W 4-3 (OT)

10/28/07
Colorado Christian
W5-o

Conference Tournament
Tara Kirkpatrick embraces goalie
oily Redmond (No. 1). Kirkpatrick was
laying her final home game for Regis.
e defender has compiled one of the
ost impressive careers in the history of
egis soccer, making the All-Conference
earn each of her first three seasons, an
onor that the preseason Player of the
ear will almost ceraioly garner again

..

11/02/07
Friday Fort Lewis
@ Metro State 2:30 PM
Regis is 1-1 against their first-round
opponent, Fort Lewis.
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Faculty and students showcase Sparrow's Black Pearl has nothing
on this Halloween spook
musical talents
I stopped covering my eyes and hiding
Matt Fisher
Staff Writer
While many were sitting in front of
televisions watching the Rockies last
Friday, October 26, dedicated music
enthusiasts filled the front seats of
Berkeley Comm.unity Church to witness the musical talents of Regis students and faculty.
The show started with a stringquartet playing Tchaikovsky's Adante
Cantabile from String Quartet No. 1.
The group was compiled of students
Kasey Miller and Kathleen Bartholic
on violin, Kirsten Peterson on viola,
and Derek Miller on cello. The song
had a clear melody and was very lively
and upbeat.
Freshman Kellie Prohira performed
next, singing Your Daddy's Son from
Ragtime, accompanied by Martha
Fiser on the piano. The song had varying dynamics and was filled with pauses to emphasize the dramatic story
being told.
Senior Colleen Tholen followed
playing Bach's Two-part Invention
No. 1. The song had a constant tempo
with a wide varying pitch. Tholen
demonstrated her technical expertise
with the piano with the smooth harmonic transitions.
Freshman Chani Taggart played
Bach's Allegro from Concerto in A
Minor on the violin accompanied by
Nanette Shannon, affiliate faculty, on
the piano. This song had a very bright
and quick tempo smoothly mixed with
higher pitched notes.
Freshman Cynthia Mclrvin sang 0
cessate di piagarmifrom Pompeo with
Mattha Fiser accompanying on the
piano. This song was filled with some
sequencing and told the story of a
woman filled with grief.
Sophomore Marie Webb performed
Frederic Chopin's Nocturne in Bb
Minor, Op 9, No. 1. This song was filled
with a lot of scale runs and had a warm
sound mixed with sudden loudness
and had a very distinctive melody.
Sophomore Tiffany Brimberry sang

Solveg's Song by mus1c1an Edward
Grieg. This piece was a very bright and
varied pitch with a very slow tempo.
The Regis Guitar Ensemble, composed of Elenie Opffer, assistant professor of Communication, sophomore
Tony Zarlengo-Reyther, and sophomore Dan Van Der Vieren played
Largo, from Lute Concerto In D, RV
93. This song, with its skillful guitar
picking, made for a successful piece.
Sophomore Anne Ho followed the
ensemble and performed Capriccio in
F# Minor, Op. 76 on the piano. This
song began with a very dark feeling,
filled with quick notes. It eventually
became quite loud with hard notes,
eventually returning to its calmer
beginning.
Gasper Sanz's Paven was performed by junior Christopher Ruybal
on guitar. This performance was filled
with some scale patterning but relied
on one level of dynamics to continue
the warm tone throughout the song.
Jose Lafosse, associate professor of
psychology, performed Bach's Menuet
in G Major, BMW appendix 116. The
piece had a bouncy feel with a very distinctive melody which repeated itself
throughout the song.
Porgi, amor from Le Nozze di
Figaro was sung by sophomore Angela
Mendez. Before her performance, she
explained that the song is about a
woman who knows her husband has a
roving eye and prays for relief or death.
This slow song beautifully expressed
the feelings of a mourning woman.
Finally, Van Der Vieren returned to
the stage to play Prelude #3. This song
sounded very free in form, consisting
of a mixture of scales and chords.
The event ended with the Regis
Concert Choir singing Ave Maria by
Guy Forbes. This song was filled with
beautiful harmony, placing emphasis
on the soprano singers throughout the
song.

'Brand New' and 'Thrice' put on
good show
Gus Maxwell

Staff Writer
Musical group 'Brand New' played in
the Fillmore Auditorium Friday,
October 26, as a stop on their month
long tour. The show was nearly sold
out with dedicated fans lining up to get
in.

Brand New is promoting its recently released album, "The Devil and God
Are Raging Inside Me," while Thrice,
the opening band, played songs from
its album "Vheissu."
Thrice's set lasted an hour. The
opening group has a darker sound,

pushed toward the front. The auditorium swelled with applause and cheering when Brand New finally took their
places on stage.
The group demonstrated excellent
musicianship, easily switching back
and forth from the tempos and styles
of acoustic melodies and songs the
crowed jumped in a frenzy to.
When Brand New played songs from
their previous CD, Deja Entendu, it
was hard to hear the vocals because the
audience was shouting the words back
at the stage. Only a few of the songs
however were old material, and they
managed to get through almost the

The auditorium swelled with applause and cheering when
Brand New finally took their places on stage.
with a good balance of flowing slow entire new album.
songs and driving fast ones. They
The show was very good musically
played well without any glaring errors. and visually, but lacking overall in
The lead singer, Dustin Kensrue, spoke showmanship. It was a step above
very rarely, however, and very quietly Thrice though, because Jesse Lacey
when he did. (I assumed he intro- spoke clearly enough to be understood.
duced the band and a couple songs, but Nonetheless, when the audience
demanded Brand New not leave withno one really knows.)
As Thrice left the stage to make way out an encore, the band seemed slightfor the headlining band, the crowd ly reluctant to do so.

Emily DuBois

Staff Writer
With Halloween quickly approaching, the haunted house season is nearing its end. For those of you who
haven't taken the opportunity to
explore the scarier side of Denver, I
would highly recommend it. Most of
the local haunted houses and corn
mazes are open through Halloween
and some even extend the frights into
the first week of November. Anderson
Farms, located in Erie, about 30 minutes north of Denver, hosts a Fall
Festival that is sure to please all different types of Halloween enthusiasts.
If you're in the mood for a frightening experience, Anderson Farm's
Terror in the Com haunted attraction
is definitely the place to go.
It starts out with a spooky wagon
ride which takes you into the cornfield
while giving you some background on
the pirate-themed haunt. By the time
the wagon stopped, I was geared up to
enter the pirate ship and ghost town
that
awaited
me.
As I scurried through each grotesque
set, I found myself being followed by
dead pirates and angry captains, startled by psychotic prisoners, and genuinely grossed out by the scenes of
mutilated bodies and life-like corpses.

behind everyone else to check out the
graveyard with tombstones engraved
with clever jokes. I was only relieved
for a little while before we entered the
last stage of the attraction, Grandpa
Jake's house, which resembled scenes
from The Texas Chainsaw Massacre,
and included a kitchen full of body
parts. I exited Terror in the Corn fearful of what might be lurking in the rest
of the corn fields. Indeed, I was thoroughly scared, but wholeheartedly satmy
experience.
isfied
with
For those slightly less interested in
being scared out of their minds, the
festival also has an intricate corn maze
shaped as a pirate and his ship. Guests
can feel free to wander through the
maze as they please, or they can participate in a challenge to find 12 posts
hidden deep within the maze, and
enter to win a prize. The Fall Festival
also includes a pumpkin patch, hay
rides, and pumpkin launching.
The last day to visit Terror in the
Corn and the Fall Festival is Halloween
night. You can find directions and
more
information
on
andersonfarms.com, or check out
haunteddenver.com for other spooky
attractions.

Local spook factory scares
without chainsaws
Ed Timmins, Jr.
Staff Writer

Haunted houses I've been to in past
always leave me tired and 20 dollars
poorer. It may be the predictability of
what is around the corner, or the broken strobe lights that make you feel
nauseated and your eyes pulsing with
strain. Whatever the reason, there is
not much to be liked about these seasonal money traps that are usually
constructed at the tail end of a foreclosed strip mall.
With the Rockies making the World
Series, this has been a surprising
October for all. However, after last
Thursday night, I became even more
surprised, for I found a haunted attraction that actually caused my facial
expressions to differ. I found the oldest haunted house in Denver, The
Haunted Mansion. This 34 year old
spook factory is locally owned and
operated by the Reinke Brothers and is
located in old town Littleton on the
corner of Alamo Ave. and Prince St.
(5663 S. Prince St, Littleton, CO,

strobe light. Rather, they are a result
of unexpectedness and anticipation
created from contrasts of lights and
sounds which make it difficult to
adjust and prepare for a monster. The
monsters come at the most unusual
times and scare you in a humorous way
(don't ask how, just go).
Price of admission is only $12 and
they have a coupon on their website
(www.reinkebrothers.com) that makes
it even cheaper. Better yet, transportation was free. I was able to use my allinclusive bus pass and take the light
rail within walking distance of the
mansion.
From near where I live at Speer and
University, I took bus #3 to the
Alameda Station. From there, I
hopped on the light rail (train # 101)
and got off at the Littleton station.
This took 30 minutes, and I was left
with a ten-minute walk through olde
town Littleton.
If you don't want to walk, you can
wait around for bus #66 which drops
you off just a kitty-corner from the
mansion. If you are coming from cam-

It was not only the cutting-edge special effects and
"Disney" animatronics that amused me, but also the 32

rooms decorated with different Hollywood type sets that
set this house apart from all the others.
80120), in an elegant red-brick build- pus, get on bus #52, which can be
ing.
found on the Southeast corner of Regis
It was not only the cutting-edge speBlvd. and Irving St., and get off at 17th
cial effects and "Disney" animatronics
St and Curtis to get on the light rail
that amused me, but also the 32 rooms (train #101).
decorated with different Hollywood
Life can become a little too routine at
type sets that set this house apart from
times,
so during this Halloween, take
all the others.
the initiative and breakaway, especialThe detail of the rooms is so amazly for a good scare.
ing that often times you may forget
where you are. The "scares" do not
come from loud chainsaws or masked
gooneys running around you under the
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HOROSCOPES
BY JEN JANES & JACQUELINE KHAROUF
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Today's birthday
An awkward moment will pass today when, after someone wishes

you a happy birthday, you say, "you too," even though it is not, in
fact, his birthday.
.. ... .................................. ...... ..... .......................................

Capricorn

Oxford Ghost Tour:
The Most Haunted Hotel in
Denver
Angela Shugarts
Sta.ff Writer

face (which may, in fact, be the reason
behind your inability to make
friends), you will suddenly end your
Halloween costume angst. Those
unsightly facial blemishes do serve a
purpose! Now if only you had a large,
pointy black hat...

(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
They say we all have
skeletons in our closet, but the stars wish
to remind you, for the
th
100 time, that the expression is
metaphorical.

ij

1.m

• .a..- Aquarius

floor, dusty antique furniture, and
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
storage rooms one would expect to see
Your life will be
when touring any haunted location. I
changed this week
Entering the Oxford Hotel is almost felt an intense energy in the attic, the
~~~S:~
..
when,
despite your
like going back into time.
kind of tension where your heart
years of insistence
Black marble and maroon columns seems to contract inside your chest- I
that your own regular persona is a
frame the golden lit lobby offering a knew this was not a good place to be.
sufficient Halloween costume, you
Victorian-esque atmosphere. Large
Being the daring risk taker I am, fel- receive a free coupon for one plastic
gold framed landscape paintings, gold low friend and student Anna Supinski
surgery operation in the mail.
drapery, and deep mahogany woods and I explored the depths of one storillustrate luxury, elegance, and beauty. age room that reached back at least a
Pisces
Fresh fall flower arrangements flourish hundred feet. As we walked back into
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
from the center of the entrance where the dark area, the ceiling became
locals and tourists alike flocked to smaller and sloped downward.
This week you will
experience a night of ghostly frights. Eventually crouched on the ground, we
discover that,
although dressing like
"A Haunted Evening at the Oxford" is stopped for photo ops and hoped for a
a cow for Halloween
an unforgettable experience.
chance to see any "spirits."
Beginning the tour outside, with Unexpectedly while looking in a dark was cute when you were five, it is no
guide Kevin Phillips, we stopped at corner of the attic, I heard a box slide longer such a great boost to your selfnumerous places around the hotel, across the floor toward me. But esteem to be greeted with the word
located on 17th Avenue, between nobody was with Anna and I. Anna "moo."
Wazee and Wynkoop. Phillips' told of heard the sound too, but figured it was
y
....
Denver's old "red light district" and me. When I told her it wasn't, we ran
Aries
historic tales of ghosts that still walk out of there like bats out of...well you
(Mar. 21-April 19)
the chilly streets of downtown. know.
You will find your
With a pounding heart and sigh of
Gruesome and frightening murders,
_..~-..z2.lll1. true love this week
suicides, and unreported conflicts fright, we continued the tour to room
when it turns out that
shocked, intrigued, and even humored 320 a little more paranoid than when
one other person,
all who were on the tour including we began. Room 320, aka the "murder besides yourself, chose to dress like
myself.
room" is fairly self explanatory. We
the Marlboro Man to the annual
From the Aveda Academy, to the recreated the ghostly story of how the Halloween fundraiser for tuberculosis
Windsor Hotel (no longer standing), to murder took place where a husband research.
Mattie's House of Mirrors, to Bell murdered his wife upon catching her
Warden's Barber Shop, and to Coors infidelity with another man. The bed
Taurus
Field, ghostly women prostitutes, where she was murdered is the exact
(April 20-May 20)
Chinese immigrants, and poor wid- bed that we saw. Written on the headThis week will be one
owed wives lurked within the nightly board said "Come Gentle Dreams the
of self-discovery for
air. Rocky Mountain News and local Hours of Sleep Beguile;" this happens
you when you discovemployee eye witnesses were the cred- to be the only bed with an engraving on
er that all the neighible sources behind these mysterious it in the whole hotel. Surprisingly, the
occurrences around the Oxford. All Oxford still rents the room out quite borhood children and teenagers
these spirits possessed emotions of frequently, but according to Kevin, at secretly refer to you as "that boring
revenge, broken hearts, greed, or sim- least 3-4 times a year, single men who $#%"head who gives us pencils
ply lust including infamous ghosts like stay in room 320, will request a differ- instead of candy."
Jack the Strangler, Little Baby Doe, ent room after experiencing a superand Japanese prostitute Leena. Smells, natural force that targets them.
Gemini
:u: &=st
shady sights, and eerie sounds are According to complaint records, it is
(May 21-June 21)
e~itted from the spirits that walk the only single men who stay in the room
Inebriation might not
night. Locals sense the unidentifiable by themselves who get to experience
be
the most producenergies and thus, are still reported to this angry husband's haunting.
•
tive
state £1or you as
Beginning the tour a little skeptic but
the local businesses and the Oxford to
•
you prepare your bowl
hopeful to see something, I defiantly
this day.
of candy for trick-or. <?>ntinuing the other half of the tour left the Oxford with more than I bar- treaters, especially since you are inexms1de the Oxford Hotel which was gained for. This tour was well worth plicably accustomed to performing
dubbed by Ghost Hunter'Magazine as the $20 admission. The priceless expe- this task next to the cabinet where you
the "most haunted building in riences and historical information I keep the Prozac.
~enver," I was not expecting such an learned were invaluable and so much
fun. Tour times are from 7-9 pm.
mtense experience.
Tours for the remaining evenings are
• .tana7
Cancer
Beginning in the attic of the hotel,
usually limited to hotel staff and October 30 and 31st- If you want a
(June 22-July 22)
authorities, locals and I were privi- chance to learn about historical downAs you struggle with
le~ed to be in such a place. Here, tour town and the Oxford and to experience
the last minute deci~Ide Kevin told more scary ghost sto- a little more than that, "A Haunted
sion of what you'd like
nes and of scientific investigations that Evening at the Oxford" is an experito be for Halloween
are conducted within the dark attic. ence that describes exactly what the this year, take a moment to look at
We_ were allowed to "explore" the attic, title means.
yourself in the mirror. Not only will
which was the classic creaky wood
you notice those warts all over your

Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)

You love candygummy bears, Twix,
M&Ms, Mars Bars,
Milky Ways, Snickers,
Skittles, Reese's-but unfortunately,
your attempts to collect (free) mounds
of it this year will be thwarted when
you try to wear your kid brother's
Superman costume around the neighborhood. Since you are considerably
larger than him (in height as well as
width), all the old ladies around will
open their doors only to impale you
with the hardest candy ever.

•

Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
When your friend
invites you inside her

'

"haunted house,"
which is really just
her dorm room with the lights turned
off, don't consider accepting the offer
Cespecially if you hear a large stone
wheel rotating and the screech of a
knife being sharpened).

Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 23)
If you find yourself
making the long trek
home from the library
some evening, be sure to keep your
arms over your head. That particular
b.o. that you emit (which some liken
to the smell of garlic) will protect you
from any unseen bats or living-dead
blood suckers.
11\. 8Coq,ll9

Scorpio

(Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Although you've never
really believed in
ghosts, goblins, or
bats, you will
encounter a particularly friendly ghost
this week as you meander the rows of
novels on the third floor of the library.
The ghost, bearing a particularly
dashing mustache, several inky notebooks, and the bust of Pallas, will ask
you to call him "Edgar" and to direct
him to the nearest drinking establishment.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You will suddenly realize that when
people say: "Nice costume" even
before you've actually donned your
black, hairy suit, matching face mask,
and long, yellow teeth tray, it might be
time to shave that obnoxious body
hair.

•

•
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
gently worn coats from Oct. 15 23 or sspencer@regis.edu.
through Nov. 2. If you have any
questions, call Denise Copeland 'Something Between a
at 303-964-3651.
Dream and a Miracle'

October 31
Halloween Office
Decorating & Costume
Contest
It's time to dust-off your decorations and be a part of the
first-ever Halloween Office
Decorating Contest!
First,
enter the contest by contacting
Kelly Burton at X4918 or kburton@regis.edu by October 29!
Judges will visit each participating office between 10:30
am-11:30 am. Faculty, Staff
and Students are invited to participate in the Costume Contest
from 12:00 pm-1:00 pm in the
Student Center Cafeteria.

First Friday Art Walk
Start your weekend with a creative boost by enjoying a stroll
down Tennyson. Artists line the
street from 38th to 46th every
first Friday from 6-7 p.m. Be
sure to keep your eyes open for
special performances and treats
along the way!

Ice Queen beauty
pageant applications due

Mental Health Concert

A Mental Health concert of
ideas will take place in the student center dining hall starting
at 7 p.m. featuring Creative
Leaps International, a classically trained performing arts
group that will inspire with sto- November 9-11
ries of hope and discovery.
Kairos XVIII Retreat
Stressed? Overwhelmed? Or
just need some time away?
November4
Vocation and volunteer Kairos is a well-deserved break
for students looking for guidfair
ance amidst this busy time of
Come and learn about various
year. The retreat will take place
ways you can help be a person
in
High Peaks Camp near Estes
in
service
of
others.
Park, led by Fr. Hung Pham.
Representatives from local and
The
cost is only $60, which
international service organizations, religious communities, includes all food and lodging.
and volunteer agencies will be Contact Fr. Hung Pham for
available to answer questions more information, or to sign
and distribute information to up, at htpham@regis.edu.

Ladies, get ready to strut your
stuff for Regis' first "Ms. Regis"
contest. Interested applicants
November1
must pick up an application in
All Saints Day liturgy
the Student Activities office.
Come celebrate loved ones who Forms are due by 5 p.m.
have passed on this holy day of
obligation in the St. John November3
Francis Regis Chapel. A mass
Inviting
the
Muse:
will be held at 11:30 a.m. and 9
Inspiration for Women students. The event will run
p.m. (Check info)
Leaders Workshop
from 5 - 7 p.m. Pizza and drinks
Find
fresh
perspective
and
reviwill be served. All are welcome
November2
talization as you interact with to attend the 7:30 p.m. liturgy
Coats for Colorado - Last women leaders of all ages. Ayn following the fair. For more
Day to donate
Fox, a creativity and innova- information, contact University
It's that time of year again ... tion coach, will share her expe- Ministry at univmin@regis.edu
time to clean out those old coats riences through a "Creativity or X4153.
and donate to those in need. Lab." The workshop will utilize
The Staff Advisory Council modern brain technologies to
(SAC) is pleased to assist foster creativity from one's November9
Denver's 7 and Dependable inner muse. Register now at Somaly Mam against Sex
Cleaners by collecting coats www.leadershipandcreativity.c Trade
again this year. Please bring om. Discounts for students are Be informed and inspired by
your donation to ALC 135. We available.
Contact
Sally Somaly Mam, a woman who
will be accepting all sizes of Spencer-Thomas at 303-458- endured the atrocities of sexual
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slavery. Mam, in hopes of raising awareness of the issue,
inspired The Somaly Mam
Foundation, an non-profit
organization combating global
sex trade. Mam will speak at 7
p.m. To get tickets, contact
at
Amber
Kassis
kassi439@regis.edu or Taylor
Davis at davio54@regis.edu.

November12
Lunch with nationally
acclaimed poet Susan
King
All are welcome to join Susan
King, author of "One Breasted
Woman," for lunch in the
Mountain View Room from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Reservations are needed, so
please contact Peggy Dawson at
pdawson@regis.edu. Deadline
for RSVPs is November 2.

